The Ox's Steak & Chips Instruction Card
1. Before cooking - bring steak to room temperature. Pre-heat oven to 200c.
2. Put leeks and greens into a colander or sieve. Pour boiling water over them to
wilt slightly then run under cold water. Gently squeeze out excess water and pull
apart. Set aside whilst you get on with the steak.
3. Season the steak liberally with salt and pepper (use more than you would think
as it will create a beautiful crust) and fry on a hot heat in a heavy bottomed pan,
keep flipping to check its cooking evenly. (it’s gonna get smokey so turn up the
extraction or open a window!) Cooking times will vary depending on the steaks thickness and how you would like them done. We recommend medium-rare for Ribeye as the
fat will render keeping it beautifully juicy & tender. The Cote de boeuf will require
additional roasting in the oven once it is nicely coloured in the pan – about 10 mins
for medium rare. Rest the steaks in a warm place and have the pan ready to flash last
minute before serving.
4. Lay the chips on a tray with a little oil and roast until golden brown. Season
with salt. (deep fry if you have a fryer at home).
5. Those of you with mac n cheese cheese can reheat in the oven in an oven proof dish
until golden and bubbling or microwave in 2 one minute spurts, with a stir in the
middle
6. Gently heat peppercorn sauce.
7. Heat a little butter in a pan and drop in the leeks and greens. Roll the leeks and
greens in the butter, season with a little salt and pepper and roll in the herb oil.
8. Flash the steaks in a hot pan quickly and serve.
Enjoy!
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